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Products & Advice for Soil Regeneration & Animal Nutrition
From the Directors...
Weathering tough
economic times...
T h e N e w Ye a r i s
traditionally a time that
spurs all kinds of
resolutions and good
intentions. But as we
plough into 2009, the

Savings of $25,000 in Fertilizer...
without reducing productivity!

question on most people's lips is “How do we
survive the tough times forecast for the year
ahead?”.
That's why the team at AgSolutions decided there
couldn't be a better time to look at some ideas and
strategies that will help you move ahead and
successfully cope with the downturn.
Right now the priority is for agribusinesses to revert
to the basics. Managing costs and improving
productivity are critical, but it's also an important
time to…
Take stock of your situation. A sound knowledge
of your current position is a good starting point.
Make sure you've got a clear picture of your farm's
finances, and current and future profit potential.
Assess your resources including crops, livestock,
labour, storage, supplier arrangements and more. It
will provide a basis for more effective decisionmaking and planning.
Plan ahead. Tough times in farming are not new,
but surviving the ebbs and flow of the economy this
time around will be easier if you're well prepared.
Recessions are part of the economic landscape and
won't be going away anytime soon. The best thing
you can do is plan now instead of later.
Keep communication open and clear. Research
shows that farm families who come through crises
in the best shape have excellent communication
within their family unit and with all of those who
have direct influence on their decisions, such as
lenders and suppliers.
Work on being flexible. Flexible farming systems
require the capacity to change and react with
confidence.
Seek out information about
alternatives and other options, and remain open and
receptive to new ideas and different or better
products and ways of doing things.
In uncertain times, it's important to know there are
some things you can always count on like our team
at AgSolutions. We're as close as a phone call any
time, and we urge you to take advantage of our
expertise and advice as you prepare for the
challenges ahead. You can rest assured we'll be
staying on top of the changing environment to keep
you informed and help you achieve positive results.

Warm Regards, Trevor & Wendy Zerner

Macksville dairy farmer, Kevin Sinclair, has just one regret since
using Natra Min … “I wish that I'd started using it sooner”.
Changing the way we farm …
Saving their soil and pastures is not the only benefit dairy farmers have discovered
with using Natra Min... many have saved thousands of dollars too.
Kevin and Bruce Sinclair from Macksville, New South Wales first applied Natra
Min K and Natra Min HI-Phos to their pastures five years ago, after losing faith in
straight chemical fertilizer.
“Following traditional recommendations, we were using increasing rates of
fertilizer but we were frustrated by the lack of response... and the high levels of
fertilizer just made our pastures sour,” said Kevin.
The Sinclairs have now used Natra Min for over five years... “The results continue
to improve. Our legumes are excellent, particularly the clover. Although it's been
a good season for clover, we're growing and grazing more leaf whereas before
using Natra Min, our clover was more stalk and flower.”
Annual Application of Natra Min …
Applying Natra Min once each year has saved the Sinclairs time and energy, plus
produced a significant saving in Lime and Super. Kevin acknowledges that costs
did not decrease dramatically during the initial transition period but expenses for
fertilizer have now been reduced by 50%.
Kevin advises that a little patience is required… “With Natra Min we could see
some improvement initially, but after 12 months the results were quite distinct.
My advice is to spread Natra Min and then give it time to work. We've now been
able to cut fertilizer use in half.”

continued...

In this Edition...
Fruitful farming... Lychee trees thrive (page 2)
The growth and yield of young trees has been outstanding.
Cotton on to the benefits of Natra Min... (page 3)
The ground is softer and we have seen less wilt in the crop.
Better Soil, Better Pasture... and less Cost (page 4)
Since using Natra Min, we have eliminated the need for lime.

Savings of $25000 in Fertilizer...
... without reducing productivity!
“We've now cut our Urea and planting fertilizers in half. Last year we saved around
$25,000 and yet we've had the same, if not better productivity in our pastures.
Natra Min has got everything working - for top dressing, we've cut back from
using 50kg of Nitram per acre to 20kg of Urea… and our pastures are performing
well.”

Savings on Super and Lime...
“It has now been 6 years since we've used Super or Lime. We're
watching our soil tests and pH and we are more than happy with
how things are performing. I'm aware that repeated use of
Lime can become a problem because excess Calcium can tie up
other nutrients. ”
Various Uses...
Demonstrating a flair for diversification, the Kevin and Gail
have grown Plums alongside their dairying operation. “We've
grown Plums for 13 years and have seen a good response since
using Natra Min in conjunction with blood & bone and foliar
fertilizers.”
Soil Testing... the benefits of an integrated
approach...
AgSolutions Field Advisor, Roger Newman has been working
with the Sinclairs for over 5 years now. “What I do appreciate
is that Roger explains the soil tests to me and in addition to
recommending Natra Min, he provides advice on any other
products that are required.

After 12 months, I understood the program that Roger had put
together which included specific advice on pasture and soil
management.”
Better utilization of fertilizers...
Kevin acknowledges… “Our soil and pasture, as well as our hip
pocket have all shown the benefits since using Roger's advice.
If we were still on the old Nitrogen, Super and Lime program
we would have used a lot more fertilizer... and too much
chemical fertilizer had begun to damage our soil. With the use
of Natra Min, everything is going well and our rye has gone
right through and has hung on during the dry periods. Reduced
fertilizer use, regular mulching and annual applications of
Natra Min has given us proven results.”
Despite Kevin's regret of not using Natra Min earlier, he
concedes that it is never too late to change. Kevin is keen to
communicate to other farmers that the transition to a Natra Min
based program was simple… it resulted in reduced expenses…
and was made easy by the advice offered by AgSolutions
Australia.

Fruitful farming...
Natra Min delivers more fruit than ever...
Lychee farmers John and Kerry Pool, have used Natra Min
‘under the drip line’ of their Lychee trees for more than four
years and are enjoying unbelievable results.
John and Kerry have been in the lychee industry for ten years,
with John claiming that his young lychee trees are as good as
you can grow.
“On one farm, our young trees have only had Natra Min HIPhos since they were planted,”
says John.

“The growth and yield from these trees has been out of this
world. They are loaded with fruit again with young trees
pushing 20kg per tree, which is pleasing because they have had
no other fertilizer.
AgSolutions has provided a customized program based on our
soil tests for this orchard, but we have yet to apply any of the
other inputs for this block.”
John and Kerry have their lychees spread across three farms at
Pomona, Tiaro and Goomboorian. Small crops such as zucchini
are also grown, and here Natra Min blends have also been
included in the program.
For John and Kerry, Natra Min has proven to be suitable for
varying soil types, and delivers results.
Feed your soil… and your soil will feed your crop
No matter what crop you are growing, soil health is the key to
productivity. Natra Min provides broad spectrum, bio-activated
minerals and can provide benefits in all soil types and for all
crops.

Feed Your Soil... and Your Soil will Feed Your Crop

Cotton on to the Benefits of Natra Min!

Silica plays important role in plant growth…
The number of farmers turning to Natra Min as a soil conditioner
continues to increase as the benefits of applying Silica to soil has
become more widely recognized.

High magnesium and sodium soil...
Based on soil tests, Natra Min Cal-S was recommended to assist
to correct problems associated with high magnesium and
elevated sodium levels in heavy black soil.

Small crops, cane and cotton growers in particular are now
appreciating the benefits of Silica which include the ability to
strengthen plants, increase root growth, reduce pest and disease,
and reduce the impact of weather extremes, such as frost, heat and
dry weather conditions.

Effective and Economical alternative to Gypsum…
“We have applied Natra Min Cal-S at 300kg/ha” said Barry. “Our
cotton on cotton ground went well and overall we have seen less
wilt in the crop. The ground is softer and worked up well where
Cal-S was applied several months earlier on fallow ground.”

Soil condition affects crop results…
Cotton Grower, Barry Nothdurft, from Norwin in Queensland
introduced Natra Min in 2005. “I knew that our soil needed
something extra to soften it up and verticilium wilt was becoming
an increasing problem.”

Natra Min Cal-S has proven to be a cost effective alternative to
Gypsum with the added benefits of Silica and trace elements.
TIP: Be wary about using the cheaper phospho-gypsum due to
the dangers associated with 'heavy metals'.

Minerals provide extra benefits
for stock during good times…
With widespread areas having had rain and with knee high green
grass, it is easy to overlook the possibility of mineral deficiencies.
The need to supplement to avoid losses during winter or drought
conditions is obvious. Not so obvious is the clinical or
subclinical mineral deficiency that can restrict animal
performance during periods of good pasture growth. The
symptoms may be vague unthriftiness or lowered performance
and they are so common and widespread that the slightly lowered
production or reproduction rates are often considered
normal.
Extensive trials have proven that supplementing during these
times provides the grazier with the opportunity to generate extra
profit.
Phosphorus plays an important role in the conversion of feed into
energy and is a key nutrient required for fertility, milk production
and bone growth of young stock. Phosphorus is often a limiting
factor in cattle production, and can be lacking even in lush green
fodder. Response to Phosphorus supplementation is often
enhanced when the supplement includes calcium, sulphur,
manganese, and copper.

SUPERIOR MEGA MINERALS

AgSolutions Mega Minerals lick blocks and dry licks are suitable
for all stock, including horses, and contain useful levels of
Phosphorus as well as a broad spectrum of macro and trace
elements, helping to ensure your livestock perform to their full
potential.
Demand varies...
Graziers who use our mineral supplements are amazed at how
intake can fluctuate, especially in a good season. When lush
green feed is available, cattle and sheep often crave minerals… or
alternatively, may leave the mineral supplements initially… but
within weeks are back looking for them again.
Minerals are important for fertility, growth, rumen flora and feed
utilization which highlights the need for offering minerals even
when green feed is about. AgSolutions recommends keeping a
Mega Minerals lick block out with livestock as a “barometer” of
their requirements.

LICK BLOCKS
BROAD SPECTRUM MINERALS... Essential for Soil and Animal Health
MINERAL SUPPLEMENT

Better Soil, Better Pasture and Less Cost
Like most farmers, the price of fertilizer is a concern but since
following AgSolutions soil management advice, Dairy Farmers,
Greg and Jenny Easlea of Dayboro, Queensland have trimmed
fertilizer usage by 40%. Greg proudly advises that straight Urea
was not used at all last year!

Increased Legumes reduce Nitrogen dependency...
Clovers have responded well where Natra Min has been applied
and this has also helped me to minimize the amount of Nitrogen
needed.

Lime No Longer Required…
Motivated by the necessity to become more efficient with
fertilizers, the Easleas first applied Natra Min to irrigated Rye
Grass over ten years ago.
“I’ve always looked to improve pasture efficiencies and in the
early 90's we were advised to Lime regularly, but since using
Natra Min our soil pH has been maintained at 6… eliminating the
need for Lime.”
Rebuild Healthy Pastures and Reduce Fertilizer !
“This year our Rye grass has done exceptionally well... both the
frequency and the amount of top dressing has been reduced.
Previously we used to apply 50kg of Urea/acre (125kg/ha) every
three weeks. This year we have applied Gran Am 30 kg/acre
(75kg/ha) after every second grazing.”
With a heavy reliance on Rye grass for milk during the winter
months, Natra Min has played an essential role to ensure ongoing
improvement in pasture performance.

The soil is friable and working well and there's worms in the soil which is a good indicator of healthy soil.
Greg concludes… “saving dollars is one thing… but the main
factor is seeing results.”

Soil Testing Tips...
TIP 1:
S o i l Te s t i n g i s
Essential…
AgSolutions Field Advisor, Gary
Zerner recommends the use of a soil
test to ensure the best use of your
fertilizer budget… an inexpensive
soil test removes the guess work out
of soil management decisions and
could save you thousands of dollars.

“Regular soil testing provides the team of AgSolutions Field
Advisors with the information needed to ensure that we plan an
integrated management program to suit your property… our
recommendations include the Natra Min blend most suited to
your soil as well as any other fertilizer that may be required.

Based on soil tests, Greg has utilized various blends of Natra Min
including HI-Phos, Natra Min K and Natra Min Cal-S. To
provide an extra boost to Rye Grass, sometimes Natra Min has
been applied to irrigated pasture twice each year.
Greg direct drills his rye and clover and uses a contract spreader
to apply Natra Min before planting. Based on soil test results,
the Easleas regularly apply Natra Min to dryland pastures to give
them a boost.

TIP 2: Have a second opinion…
If you have an existing soil test, we are happy to offer a second
opinion and will review your test at no charge. By fine-tuning
your program and nutritional budget, we can often help you to
save $$$... without skimping on productivity!
To get you started on a program to improve your soil fertility, call
AgSolutions on 1800 81 57 57 and ask to speak with one of our
field advisors.
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8 Wadell Road Gympie 4570

For answers to your animal nutrition and soil fertility
questions, talk to one of our trained Field Advisors
Freecall: 1800 81 57 57 Fax 07 5482 7219 email: info@agsolutions.com.au

